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E-Research
Transformation in Scholarly Practice
Routledge No less than a revolutionary transformation of the research enterprise is underway. This transformation
extends beyond the natural sciences, where 'e-research' has become the modus operandi, and is penetrating the social
sciences and humanities, sometimes with diﬀerences in accent and label. Many suggest that the very essence of
scholarship in these areas is changing. The everyday procedures and practices of traditional forms of scholarship are
aﬀected by these and other features of e-research. This volume, which features renowned scholars from across the
globe who are active in the social sciences and humanities, provides critical reﬂection on the overall emergence of eresearch, particularly on its adoption and adaptation by the social sciences and humanities.

Introduction to Genetic Algorithms
Springer Science & Business Media This book oﬀers a basic introduction to genetic algorithms. It provides a detailed
explanation of genetic algorithm concepts and examines numerous genetic algorithm optimization problems. In
addition, the book presents implementation of optimization problems using C and C++ as well as simulated solutions
for genetic algorithm problems using MATLAB 7.0. It also includes application case studies on genetic algorithms in
emerging ﬁelds.

Tumultuous Times
Central Banking in an Era of Crisis
Yale University Press A rare insider’s account of the inner workings of the Japanese economy, and the Bank of Japan’s
monetary policy, by a career central banker The Japanese economy, once the envy of the world for its dynamism and
growth, lost its shine after a ﬁnancial bubble burst in early 1990s and slumped further during the Global Financial
Crisis in 2008. It suﬀered even more damage in 2011, when a severe earthquake set oﬀ the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
disaster. However, the Bank of Japan soldiered on to combat low inﬂation, low growth, and low interest rates, and in
many ways it served as a laboratory for actions taken by central banks in other parts of the world. Masaaki Shirakawa,
who led the bank as governor from 2008 to 2013, provides a rare insider’s account of the workings of Japanese
economic and monetary policy during this period and how it challenged mainstream economic thinking.

Climate Change Research at Universities
Addressing the Mitigation and Adaptation Challenges
Springer This unique book provides a multidisciplinary review of current, climate-change research projects at
universities around the globe, oﬀering perspectives from all of the natural and social sciences. Numerous universities
worldwide pursue state-of-the-art research on climate change, focussing on mitigation of its eﬀects as well as human
adaptation to it. However, the 2015 Paris 21st Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (COP 21)” demonstrated that there is still much room for improvement in the role played
by universities in international negotiations and decision-making on climate change. To date, few scientiﬁc meetings
have provided multidisciplinary perspectives on climate change in which researchers across the natural and social
sciences could come together to exchange research ﬁndings and discuss methods relating to climate change mitigation
and adaption studies. As a result the published literature has also lacked a broad perspective. This book ﬁlls that gap
and is of interest to all researchers and policy-makers concerned with global climate change regardless of their area of
expertise.
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Land Acquisition and Resource Development in
Contemporary India
Cambridge University Press Looks at the nuances of land and resource politics and summarizes the long-standing land
acquisition and mining debate.

A Comparative Study of Funding Shareholder Litigation
Springer This book studies the funding problems with shareholder litigation through a functionally comparative way. In
fact, funding problems with shareholder lawsuits may largely discourage potential shareholder litigants who bear high
ﬁnancial risk in pursuing such a claim, but on the other hand they may not have much to gain. Considering the lack of
incentives for potential shareholder claimants, eﬀective funding techniques should be in place to make shareholder
actions function as a corporate governance tool and discipline corporate management. The book analyzes, among
others, the practice of funding shareholder litigation in the Australia, Canada, the UK, the US and Israel, and covers all
of the typical approaches being used in ﬁnancing shareholder litigation in the current world. For instance, Israel and
Canada (Quebec and Ontario) are probably unique in having a public funding mechanism for derivative actions and
class actions, while Australia is the country where third party litigation funding is originated and is growing rapidly.
Based on this comparative research, the last part of this book discusses how to fund shareholder litigation in China in
context of its social and legal background and what kind of problems need to be solved if certain funding techniques
are used.

How to Write a Good Scientiﬁc Paper
Pm286
Many scientists and engineers consider themselves poor writers or ﬁnd the writing process diﬃcult. The good news is
that you do not have to be a talented writer to produce a good scientiﬁc paper, but you do have to be a careful writer.
In particular, writing for a peer-reviewed scientiﬁc or engineering journal requires learning and executing a speciﬁc
formula for presenting scientiﬁc work. This book is all about teaching the style and conventions of writing for a peerreviewed scientiﬁc journal. From structure to style, titles to tables, abstracts to author lists, this book gives practical
advice about the process of writing a paper and getting it published.

Accountability in Higher Education
Global Perspectives on Trust and Power
Routledge The latest volume in the Routledge International Studies in Higher Education series, Accountability in Higher
Education takes an in-depth look at accountability initiatives around the world. Various evaluations, reporting
schemes, and indicator systems have been initiated both to inform the public about higher education performance and
to help transform universities and colleges and improve their functioning. This edited collection provides a
comparative analysis of the promises, perils and paradoxes of accountability, and the potential eﬀect on power
structures and higher education autonomy, trust and the legitimacy of the sector. Part I describes how accountability
is perceived and understood in diﬀerent regions of the world, identiﬁes some of the most common elements in
established accountability initiatives, especially related to quality assurance, and provides direction for possible future
development. Part II focuses on responses to new demands for accountability at institutional, national and
international levels, and provides practical guidance for handling accountability going forward, emphasizing the
dynamic relationship between international development, government strategies and organizational change. This
volume is a must-have resource for HE managers, administrators, policy makers, researchers, HE graduate students
and those interested or involved with HE accountability practices.

Customs Matters
Strengthening Customs Administration in a Changing
World
International Monetary Fund Customs administrations around the world face new challenges: an increasing volume of
international trade, a revolution in new technologies, and fundamental changes in business models. The beneﬁts of a
well-performing customs administration are clear, as is the need to develop eﬃcient, eﬀective, fair, and modern
customs administrations. Customs Matters analyzes the many changes and challenges customs administrations face
and pro-poses ways to address them. By oﬀering a cross-sectional view of the main aspects of customs ad-
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ministration, the book guides policymakers and customs oﬃcials as they evaluate the current state of their customs
system with a view to developing, reinforcing, or relaunching their own roadmaps for customs modernization.

Edexcel GCE Advanced Subsidiary Chinese Specimen
2017, Paper 1 (8CN0/01) (PDF Book)
Intensive Revision Course Based on Past Exam Papers全真
考题速递
Legoo Mandarin Pearson Edexcel AS believes languages should appeal to all students. The new Pearson Edexcel AS Level
in Chinese has been developed to inspire all students who have an appreciation of the language, literature, ﬁlm and
culture of the Chinese-speaking world. Pearson Edexcel AS designed a motivating course of study that will enable your
students to develop an advanced level knowledge and understanding of the Chinese language, the culture of China and
other Chinese-speaking countries and communities, as well as practical and valuable language and transferable study
skills. This speciﬁcation will help to prepare students for higher education and enhance their employability proﬁle. The
two Inspiring and engaging themes are studied alongside either one literary text or one ﬁlm and assessed through two
externally-examined papers (Papers 1 and 2) and one teacher-examiner conducted speaking assessment (Paper 3).
Theme 1: Changes in contemporary Chinese society 当代华人社会变迁 Theme 2: Chinese culture 中国文化 We are expert in Chinese
for foreigners and we pay attention to Edexcel GCSE, GCE Chinese closely since 1999. We build a huge database to
cover all GCSE, A LEVEL, AP, SAT, IB Chinese from diﬀerent exam board and HSK (Chinese Proﬁciency Test). We
collected 250,000 plus vocabulary with the best possible English translation to help foreigners understand Chinese
better. We are building the most authentic teaching materials for Chinese oversea teaching, combining the cuttingedge IT and modern teaching methods. In our textbooks, we give the English Translation for main paragraph for better
understanding. Meanwhile, we use footnotes to give vocabulary with the HSK classiﬁcation. If necessary, we will give
vocabulary expansion according to the root words. Using our research and theory to expand your vocabulary fast and
gain fast reading and writing skill in in Unique Smart Way. Combining our 26 years’ experience in Teaching and editing
our own materials, here is the “LIFE SAVING” book called by many students for their exams. Grab this unique book!

India-Pakistan Trade Normalisation
The Unﬁnished Economic Agenda
Springer This book explores the unﬁnished India–Pakistan Trade normalisation agenda (building upon the themes
covered in the book “India-Pakistan Trade: Strengthening Economic Relations” published by Springer in 2014) and
discusses the steps that must be undertaken in order to move the bilateral engagement forward. Given the
commencement of bilateral state-level talks and the Indian government’s emphasis on South Asian integration, it adds
impetus to the trade liberalisation process, while also providing essential recommendations for policymakers in both
countries. The unﬁnished agenda faces obstacles such as the list of items for which export from India to Pakistan
continues to be restricted; lack of land borders and seamless cross-border transport services, which hampers the
realisation of trade potential; negative reporting in the media, which inﬂuences traders’ perceptions; and the
continued occurrence of informal trade resulting from inadequacies of formal trade relations. The book examines
various sectors, including the agricultural, textiles, automotive and pharmaceutical industries, given their
predominance on the list of restricted items for bilateral trade. It also covers studies on unconventional and underresearched themes concerning informal trade, informational barriers to India–Pakistan trade, and opening new land
borders for trade – all of which can play a facilitating role in realizing the untapped trade potential between India and
Pakistan. The book also includes the second round of the India–Pakistan trade perception survey, which identiﬁes
impediments to India–Pakistan bilateral trade and assesses the change in traders’ perceptions since the ﬁrst round of
the survey, which was published in 2014.

Digitalisation and Development
Issues for India and Beyond
Springer Nature This book investigates the impact of information and communication technologies (ICTs) on
development and well-being (beyond economic beneﬁts) and highlights some emerging issues relating to the realities,
constraints and digital divides with particular reference to India. It collects a series of novel contributions, studying
the Indian experience in an international cross-country perspective. The book also discusses economic, social, and
behavioural aspects of well-being as well as access to ICTs across regions, states and individuals to account for the
digital divide. The book establishes an aggregate relationship between ICT exposure and well-being at the country
level and addresses a number of fundamental issues, such as whether ICT raises the level of transparency and
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governance. Based on case studies and anecdotal evidence, it then further assesses the eﬀective implementation of
service delivery through ICT innovations. The book is divided into four parts: The introductory part surveys the
literature and presents background information on the Indian case; introduces the main themes on the relationships
between ICT, socio-economic development and digital divides; and provides a summary and roadmap to the chapters of
the book. Part II focuses on the impact of ICT on economic performance, including economic growth, productivity and
trade. Part III examines the extent of the digital divides in India, including international, regional as well as interpersonal inequality. Finally, Part IV investigates the impact of ICT on governance, users’ well-being and social
outcomes. Combining insights from analyses of a variety of socio-economic dimensions related to digitalisation, this
book is relevant for a wide range of scholars and researchers across disciplines, as well as practitioners and policymakers. While the book has a main focus on India, various contributions take an international cross-country
comparative perspective, and the results have general relevance for digitalisation and development. On the whole, the
main message of this book is that the impact of ICTs is contingent upon other assets, capabilities and institutional
conditions. National policies should, therefore, not only promote digitalization as such but also ensure its co-evolution
and complementarity with a variety of other country-speciﬁc factors. Chapter 'Digitalisation and Development: Issues
for India and Beyond' of this book is available open access under a CC BY 4.0 license at link.springer.com OECD
Publishing Dated October 2003. Special feature: Product market competition.

India Migration Report 2012
Global Financial Crisis, Migration and Remittances
Routledge This volume is a collection of articles dealing with various dimensions of the Global Financial Crisis and its
economic and social impact in terms of governance, emigration, remittances, return migration and re-integration. The
crisis, which had its origin in the United States in 2008, spread its economic eﬀects on developed as well as developing
countries. Some of these countries were able to recover in the short run while some are in the process of recovery,
with continuous eﬀorts by both national governments and international agencies. In this backdrop, is there any impact
on the outﬂow of emigrants from the countries of origin and inﬂow of remittances to the countries of destination? The
third volume in the annual series ‘India Migration Report’ answers the question through rigorous quantitative and
qualitative analyses and ﬁeldwork both in the Gulf region and South Asia, and concludes that both emigration and
remittances are more resilient than expected. This report: contains ﬁndings based on an extensive survey conducted in
Kerala; has additional evaluations based on other surveys and case studies conducted in diﬀerent parts of India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka to reﬂect on the consequences of the global crisis on the countries of
origin, as well as a quick assessment and site visits to the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar and Malaysia; includes
essays that examine the linkages between emigration and remittances based on international data from the World
Bank, the International Labour Organization, the International Organization of Migration, the United Nations and other
organizations that closely deal with international migration. It will be of interest to students and scholars of migration
studies, sociology, law, economics, gender studies, diaspora studies, international relations and demography, apart
from non-governmental organizations, policy-makers and government institutions working in the ﬁeld of migration.

The Review of Policy Research
Tribes and Territories in the 21st Century
Rethinking the signiﬁcance of disciplines in higher
education
Routledge The ‘tribes and territories’ metaphor for the cultures of academic disciplines and their roots in diﬀerent
knowledge characteristics has been used by those interested in university life and work since the early 1990s. This
book draws together research, data and theory to show how higher education has gone through major change since
then and how social theory has evolved in parallel. Together these changes mean there is a need to re-theorise
academic life in a way which reﬂects changed contexts in universities in the twenty-ﬁrst century, and so a need for
new metaphors. Using a social practice approach, the editors and contributors argue that disciplines are alive and well,
but that in a turbulent environment where many other forces conditioning academic practices exist, their inﬂuence is
generally weaker than before. However, the social practice approach adopted in the book highlights how this inﬂuence
is contextually contingent – how disciplines are deployed in diﬀerent ways for diﬀerent purposes and with varying
degrees of purchase. This important book pulls together the latest thinking on the subject and oﬀers a new framework
for conceptualising the inﬂuences on academic practices in universities. It brings together a distinguished group of
scholars from across the world to address questions such as: Have disciplines been displaced by inter-disciplinarity,
having outlived their usefulness? Have other forces acting on the academy pushed disciplines into the background as
factors shaping the practices of academics and students there? How signiﬁcant are disciplinary diﬀerences in teaching
and research practices? What is their signiﬁcance in other areas of work in universities? This timely book addresses a
pressing concern in modern education, and will be of great interest to university professionals, managers and policy-
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makers in the ﬁeld of higher education.

Writing Research Papers
An Easy Guide for Non-native-English Speakers
Women of the Somali Diaspora
Refugees, Resilience and Rebuilding After Conﬂict
Oxford University Press This book is about Somali mothers and daughters who came to Britain in the 1990s to escape civil
war. Many had never left Somalia before, followed nomadic traditions, did not speak English, were bereaved and were
suﬀering from PTSD. Their stories begin with war and genocide in the north, followed by harrowing journeys via
refugee camps, then their arrival and survival in London. Joanna Lewis exposes how they rapidly recovered, mobilising
their networks, social capital and professional skills. Crucial to the recovery of the now breakaway state of (former
British) Somaliland, these women bore a huge burden, but inspired the next generation, with many today caught
between London and a humanitarian impulse to return home. Lewis reveals three histories. Firstly, the women's
personal history, helping us to understand resilience as an individual, lived historical process that is both positive and
negative, and both inter- and intra-generational. Secondly, a collective history of refugees as rebuilders, oﬀering
insight into the dynamism of the Somali diaspora. Finally, the forgotten history and hidden legacies of Britain's
colonial past, which have played a key role in shaping this dramatic, sometimes upsetting, but always inspiring story:
the power of women to heal the scars of war.

Countering Global Terrorism and Insurgency
Calculating the Risk of State Failure in Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Iraq
Springer Explores current debates around religious extremism as a means to understand and re-think the connections
between terrorism, insurgency and state failure. Using case studies of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iraq, she develops a
better understanding of the underlying causes and conditions necessary for terrorism and insurgency to occur.

ECRM2013-Proceedings of the 12th European
Conference on Research Methods
ECRM 2013
Academic Conferences Limited Complete proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Research Methodology for
Business and Management Studies ECRM 2013 PRINT version Published by Academic Conferences and Publishing
International Limited.

Stochastic Distribution Control System Design
A Convex Optimization Approach
Springer Science & Business Media A recent development in SDC-related problems is the establishment of intelligent SDC
models and the intensive use of LMI-based convex optimization methods. Within this theoretical framework, control
parameter determination can be designed and stability and robustness of closed-loop systems can be analyzed. This
book describes the new framework of SDC system design and provides a comprehensive description of the modelling of
controller design tools and their real-time implementation. It starts with a review of current research on SDC and
moves on to some basic techniques for modelling and controller design of SDC systems. This is followed by a
description of controller design for ﬁxed-control-structure SDC systems, PDF control for general input- and outputrepresented systems, ﬁltering designs, and fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for SDC systems. Many new LMI
techniques being developed for SDC systems are shown to have independent theoretical signiﬁcance for robust control
and FDD problems.
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Economic Papers
Innovative Practices for Corporate and Individual
development
Archers & Elevators Publishing House

Water Services in Small Towns
Experiences from the Global South
IWA Publishing The importance of small towns is gaining increased recognition as a result of two developments. The ﬁrst
development concerns the possible role of small towns in migration ﬂows and urbanization. Development of small
towns, in the form of improved basic services and other amenities, has been promoted in order to abate the impact of
urbanization on large urban centres and to alleviate service provision pressures in major urban centers, whilst
stimulating rural economies and eventually prompting social transformations. The second development concerns the
targets set by the SDGs in 2015. SDG6 requires countries to ensure universal and equitable water services by 2030.
This inclusive target requires that the water services needs of small towns are considered in the expansion of
sustainable and equitable water services. This book aims to contribute to the study of water services in small towns by
critically examining diﬀerent approaches and experiences of water supply in small towns. It brings together empirical
testimonies of how the implementation of reductionist models and the perseverance of certain principles underlying
these models in the water sector have yielded suboptimal results. Much remains to be done before achieving universal
service coverage in small towns is likely. In order to do that, we should start speaking of small towns as a category on
their own and continue the work in elaborating further what these are and how they work. In Focus – a book series that
showcases the latest accomplishments in water research. Each book focuses on a specialist area with papers from top
experts in the ﬁeld. It aims to be a vehicle for in-depth understanding and inspire further conversations in the sector.

Survey of Current Business
Rise and Decline and Rise of China
Searching for an Organising Philosophy
Real African Publishers Pty Ltd. Running like a red thread through this book are the manifestations of Sino-African
relations dating back many centuries. In this way, The Rise and Decline and Rise of China: Searching for an Organising
Philosophy takes forward the work MISTRA conducted on the Mapungubwe society, one of the advanced states that
existed in southern Africa some 800 years ago. What makes this research report unique, though, is that the treatment
of these issues has been undertaken primarily from an African perspective.

Formal Methods in Outer Space
Essays Dedicated to Klaus Havelund on the Occasion of
His 65th Birthday
Springer Nature This Festschrift, dedicated to Klaus Havelund on the occasion of his 65th birthday, celebrated in 2021
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, contains papers written by many of his closest friends and collaborators. After work as
a software programmer in various Danish companies, Klaus has held research positions at various institutes, including
the Danish Datamatics Center, the Ecole Polytechnique, LIP 6 lab in Paris, Aalborg University, and NASA Ames. Since
2006 he has been working in NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the federally funded center managed by Caltech
whose primary function is to construct and operate planetary robotic spacecraft. His professional awards include the
Turning Goals Into Reality engineering innovation award, the Outstanding Technology Development award, and the JPL
Mariner, Ranger, Voyager, and Magellan awards. Klaus has provided constant and generous service to the formal
methods community by organizing, participating in, and chairing numerous committees. His academic awards include
the 2020 SIGSOFT Impact Paper Award, the RV 2018 Test of Time award, and the ASE 2014 and ASE 2016 Most
Inﬂuential Paper awards. His research activities have generated more than 100 publications with more than 100
collaborators, cited over 12,000 times. The book title reﬂects Klaus’s main research and engineering focus throughout
his career: formal methods, often applied at NASA. The contributions, which went through a peer-review process, cover
a wide spectrum of the topics related to his scientiﬁc interests, including programming language design, static
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analysis, runtime veriﬁcation, dynamic assurance, and automata learning.

Design for the Changing Educational Landscape
Space, Place and the Future of Learning
Routledge The whole landscape of space use is undergoing a radical transformation. In the workplace a period of
unprecedented change has created a mix of responses with one overriding outcome observable worldwide: the rise of
distributed space. In the learning environment the social, political, economic and technological changes responsible for
this shift have been further compounded by constantly developing theories of learning and teaching, and a wide
acceptance of the importance of learning as the core of the community, resulting in the blending of all aspects of
learning into one seamless experience. This book attempts to look at all the forces driving the provision and pedagogic
performance of the many spaces, real and virtual, that now accommodate the experience of learning and provide
pointers towards the creation and design of learning-centred communities. Part 1 looks at the entire learning universe
as it now stands, tracks the way in which its constituent parts came to occupy their role, assesses how they have
responded to a complex of drivers and gauges their success in dealing with renewed pressures to perform. It shows
that what is required is innovation within the spaces and integration between them. Part 2 ﬁnds many examples of
innovation in evidence across the world – in schools, the higher and further education campus and in business and
cultural spaces – but an almost total absence of integration. Part 3 oﬀers a model that redeﬁnes the learning
landscape in terms of learning outcomes, mapping spatial requirements and activities into a detailed mechanism that
will achieve the best outcome at the most appropriate scale. By encouraging stakeholders to creating an events-based
rather than space-based identity, the book hopes to point the way to a fully-integrated learning landscape: a learning
community.

Spaces, journeys and new horizons for postgraduate
supervision
AFRICAN SUN MeDIA After centuries of barely visible incremental development, postgraduate education has experienced
twenty years of considerable turbulence as governments recognise its latent power, some responding more quickly
than others and each in diﬀerent ways. This anthology, drawing on research, deep reﬂection and praxis, illustrates the
current situation in a range of geographical environments that result from such interventions, or lack of them,
providing readers both with information about neglected contexts, challenges and concerns and with stimulating ideas
about how they might be managed more eﬀectively. Professor Emerita Pam Denicolo University of Reading, UK ÿ

Paper Knowledge
Toward a Media History of Documents
Duke University Press Paper Knowledge is a remarkable book about the mundane: the library card, the promissory note,
the movie ticket, the PDF (Portable Document Format). It is a media history of the document. Drawing examples from
the 1870s, the 1930s, the 1960s, and today, Lisa Gitelman thinks across the media that the document form has come
to inhabit over the last 150 years, including letterpress printing, typing and carbon paper, mimeograph, microﬁlm,
oﬀset printing, photocopying, and scanning. Whether examining late nineteenth century commercial, or "job" printing,
or the Xerox machine and the role of reproduction in our understanding of the document, Gitelman reveals a keen eye
for vernacular uses of technology. She tells nuanced, anecdote-ﬁlled stories of the waning of old technologies and the
emergence of new. Along the way, she discusses documentary matters such as the relation between twentieth-century
technological innovation and the management of paper, and the interdependence of computer programming and
documentation. Paper Knowledge is destined to set a new agenda for media studies.

Eurostat Publications and Databases
Publications Catalog
寻找避免“中等收入陷阱”的方法：以中国和秘鲁为例 Finding a Way to Avoid the
Middle-Income Trap: The Cases of China and Peru
BEIJING BOOK CO. INC. This book summarizes and compares the key ideas from the Chinese and Peruvian cases across
various important topics to study the middle-income trap, such as the main driving forces of a potential trap in each
case; the common challenges and the main diﬀerences in the economic transitions; the diﬀerent issues faced as a
result of the opening-up of China and Peru; the diﬀerences and coincidences between their respective regional
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development processes and the key role of human capital in avoiding the middle-income trap at regional level; the
importance of infrastructure investments; the role of innovation for China’ s future growth versus the limitations that
informality places on the capacity of formal ﬁrms to innovate in Peru, among other issues. On the whole, this academic
eﬀort by Chinese and Peruvian scholars will contribute to mutual understanding and to enlarging cooperation from
both sides.

Research Methodology
A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners
SAGE Written speciﬁcally for students with no previous experience of research and research methodology, the Third
Edition of Research Methodology breaks the process of designing and doing a research project into eight manageable
steps and provides plenty of examples throughout to link theory to the practice of doing research. The book contains
straightforward, practical guidance on: - Formulating a research question - Ethical considerations - Carrying out a
literature review - Choosing a research design - Selecting a sample - Collecting and analysing qualitative and
quantitative data - Writing a research report The third edition has been revised and updated to include extended
coverage of qualitative research methods in addition to the existing comprehensive coverage of quantitative methods.
There are also brand new learning features such as reﬂective questions throughout the text to help students
consolidate their knowledge. The book is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the social
sciences embarking on qualitative or quantitative research projects.

Shifting Power in Asia-Paciﬁc?
The Rise of China, Sino-US Competition and Regional
Middle Power Allegiance
Springer This book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the Asia-Paciﬁc region since the end of the
Cold War. By systematically examining the development of power dynamics in Asia-Paciﬁc, it challenges the notion
that a wealthier and militarily more powerful China is automatically turning the regional tides in its favour. With a
special emphasis on Sino-US competition, the book explores the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of
relevant material and immaterial capabilities, national power and the much-cited regional power shift. The book
presents a novel concept for measuring power in international relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated
power (CIAP) that includes 55 variables for 44 regional countries and covers a period of twenty years. Moreover, it
develops a middle power theory that outlines the signiﬁcance of middle powers in times of major power shifts. By
addressing political, military and economic cooperation via a structured-focused comparison and by applying a
comparative-historical analysis, the book analyses in depth the bilateral relations of six regional middle powers to
Washington and Beijing.

The World Bank Research Program 2008-2009
Abstracts of Current Studies
World Bank Publications 'The World Bank Research Program 2008-2009: Abstracts of Current Studies' is a compendium of
research projects initiated, ongoing, or completed in ﬁscal years 2008 to 2009 by World Bank staﬀ and consultants.

Handbook of Research Methodology
A Compendium for Scholars & Researchers
Educreation Publishing This comprehensive Handbook is aimed at both academic researchers and practitioners in the ﬁeld
of research. The book's 8 chapters, provide in-depth coverage of research methods based on the revised syllabus of
various universities especially considering the students of under graduate, post graduate and doctorate level. This
book is a product of extensive literature survey made by the authors. The authors have made sincere eﬀorts to write
the book in simple language. The book comprises all the aspects according to new syllabus of PCI and APJ Abdul Kalam
Technical University, Lucknow. Though this book is intended for the use of pharmacy students of any level yet it can
also be useful to students of applied ﬁelds and medical students. The book deals with interdisciplinary ﬁelds such as
ﬁnding research problems, writing research proposals, obtaining funds for research, selecting research designs,
searching the literature and review, collection of data and analysis, preparation of thesis, writing research papers for
journals, citation and listing of references, preparation of visual materials, oral and poster presentation in
conferences, minutes of meetings, and ethical issues in research. At the end of every chapter and book some questions
related to chapter have been mentioned for the support of students to understand the subject. Valuable suggestions
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for the improvement of this book are most welcome.

Is Good Governance Good for Development?
A&C Black Governance, Development and Growth critically evaluates conventional ideas about governance and
development , highlighting that while good governance is a worthy goal by itself, it is not a prerequisite for economic
growth or development as the donor community commonly believes.

Review of Economic Research on Copyright Issues
11th International Conference on Cyber Warfare and
Security
ICCWS2016
Academic Conferences and publishing limited The 11thInternational Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security (ICCWS
2016) is being held at Boston University, Boston, USA on the 17-18th March 2016. The Conference Chair is Dr Tanya
Zlateva and the Programme Chair is Professor Virginia Greiman, both from Boston University. ICCWS is a recognised
Cyber Security event on the International research conferences calendar and provides a valuable platform for
individuals to present their research ﬁndings, display their work in progress and discuss conceptual and empirical
advances in the area of Cyber Warfare and Cyber Security. It provides an important opportunity for researchers and
managers to come together with peers to share their experiences of using the varied and expanding range of Cyberwar
and Cyber Security research available to them. The keynote speakers for the conference are Daryl Haegley from the
Department of Defense (DoD), who will address the topic Control Systems Networks...What's in Your Building? and
Neal Ziring from the National Security Agency who will be providing some insight to the issue of Is Security
Achievable? A Practical Perspective. ICCWS received 125 abstract submissions this year. After the double blind, peer
review process there are 43 Academic Research Papers 8 PhD papers Research papers, 7 Masters and 1 work-inprogress papers published in these Conference Proceedings. These papers represent work from around the world,
including: Australia, Canada, China, Czech Republic, District of Columbia, Finland, France, Israel, Japan, Lebanon,
Netherlands, Pakistan, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, UK, USA.
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